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Figure 1: (A) Mixed-initiative interaction for caption authoring in Intentable. First, the author expresses their insights that they want
to describe as caption intents. Together with contextual information (e.g., the title of a data table and a visualization type), the
caption intents are encoded as a JSON-based caption recipe (code in the green boxes of B-E). Given a recipe, a generation model
composes natural language sentences (sentences in the purple boxes of B-E). Intentable supports four intent types with different
semantic levels: Overview (B), Describe (C), Compare (D), and Trend (E).

ABSTRACT

We present Intentable, a mixed-initiative caption authoring system
that allows the author to steer an automatic caption generation pro-
cess to reflect their intent, e.g., the finding that the author gained
from visualization and thus wants to write a caption for. We first
derive a grammar for specifying the intent, i.e., a caption recipe,
and build a neural network that generates caption sentences given
a recipe. Our quantitative evaluation revealed that our intent-based
generation system not only allows the author to engage in the genera-
tion process but also produces more fluent captions than the previous
end-to-end approaches without user intervention. Finally, we demon-
strate the versatility of our system, such as context adaptation, unit
conversion, and sentence reordering.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visu-
alization systems and tools; Human-centered computing—Human-
computer interaction (HCI)—Interactive systems and tools

1 INTRODUCTION

We present a mixed-initiative caption authoring system, Intentable,
that allows the author to steer an automatic caption generation pro-
cess to reflect their intents. Captions, accompanied by visualiza-
tions offer various benefits to readers, such as explaining a visual
mapping [3, 17, 39], emphasizing the author’s takeaways [14], and
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providing better accessibility, especially for visually impaired read-
ers [22]. However, authoring captions remains a time-consuming
and demanding process as the author should analyze the data and
compose the content manually.

With the rapid advance in natural language processing (NLP)
technologies, several automatic systems [4, 9, 11, 24, 28] have been
proposed to accelerate the authoring process by employing deep
learning models. These systems aim to generate captions without
user intervention given a chart image and/or a data table. However,
such fully automatic systems often do not reflect the author’s intent
on captions, such as their insights on visualizations that they want
to compose a caption for, due to the lack of user interaction. For
example, there can be a visual element (e.g., a bar in a bar chart)
and the corresponding row in the data table that the author wants
to mention in the caption, but those systems do not provide a way
to express such intent. Furthermore, although captions in the real
world are very diverse in terms of the semantic content they deliver
and the order of presentation [22], those systems lack the means to
control such diversity, leaving it to a deep learning model.

Intentable overcomes these limitations by taking a mixed-
initiative approach [8]. Our design goal is to take advantage of
automatic caption generation while allowing the author to control
it. Fig. 1A illustrates our mixed-initiative interaction. Through
an interactive interface, the author first expresses their intent on
captions, such as the content that each sentence should deliver and
the order between them. The intent can be specified as a caption
intent, high-level action and target pair. For each caption intent, the
system synthesizes a natural language sentence considering contex-
tual information (e.g., the title of the data table). We quantitatively
and qualitatively evaluate Intentable and show that our intent-based



approach not only produces more accurate captions than fully auto-
matic approaches, but also offers flexibility in the generation process.

2 RELATED WORK

Previous caption authoring systems can be classified into 1) story-
telling systems, 2) rule-based generation systems, and 3) ML-based
generation systems.

Storytelling systems allow the author to coordinate a written nar-
rative with data visualizations to facilitate interpretation, so-called
narrative visualization [32]. These systems do not generate the
narrative itself, which is assumed to be given by the author, but
help the author link the textual annotations with visualization ele-
ments expressively and flexibly [5,30,31]. Therefore, in storytelling
systems, it is crucial to identify the mapping between annotations
and visual elements, which has been facilitated by rule-based algo-
rithms [13,23], neural networks [16,18,36], and crowd-sourcing [15].
Although these systems speed up the matching process, they do not
generate narratives or captions themselves.

Besides storytelling systems, there have also been approaches to
generating captions based on heuristics or templates. For example,
iGRAPH-Lite [6] employs slot filling of short messages (i.e., tem-
plates) to produce captions that can help visually impaired readers.
Another example is Voder [35], which automatically generates data
facts and provides template-based textual descriptions of the data
facts. Similarly, Wordsmith [1] uses “dynamic templates” to gener-
ate explanations for visualizations. More recently, AutoCaption [20]
uses a set of 13 caption templates, each corresponding to a low-level
analytic task such as trend and compare. However, these systems
offer limited scalability as an expert has to prepare hand-engineered
templates. Furthermore, the generated captions often lack diversity
since they are based on a relatively small number of templates.

The development of deep neural networks enables the fully au-
tomatic generation of chart captions without human intervention.
Inspired by the success of natural image captioning, various neural
architectures have been adopted, such as CNN and LSTM encoder-
decoder [4, 9, 10], encoder-decoder LSTM [34], and Transform-
ers [24]. Most recently, Kantharaj et al. [11] collected 44,096
chart-caption pairs and compared the performance of several state-
of-the-art architectures (e.g., T5 [29]). However, these end-to-end
generation systems do not allow the author to engage in the gen-
eration process, neglecting the author’s intents on captions. In our
work, we aim to support collaborative caption authoring where the
author expresses their insights on visualization as caption intents,
and the system composes the actual caption sentences considering
the intents.

3 THE INTENTABLE SYSTEM

In contrast to previous fully automated, thus monolithic, caption
generation systems, Intentable allows the user to customize the
output. Fig. 2 shows the user interface and a usage example of
Intentable. Suppose an author, Jason, is inspecting the bar chart
in Fig. 2 and wants to write a caption that compares the values of
2015 and 2016. He first chooses the type of his intent, i.e., action,
Intentable supports four actions: Overview, Describe, Compare,
and Trend. Since he wants to compare two values, he chooses
Compare (Fig. 2A). Then, he selects the items that will be compared,
i.e., targets, by clicking on the bars for 2015 and 2016 on the bar
chart (Fig. 2B). Intentable encodes his intent as a caption recipe
(Fig. 2D), and our generation model automatically composes caption
sentences for the recipe (Fig. 2C). With our system, the user can
customize 1) the number of caption sentences, 2) the order between
the sentences, and 3) the content of each sentence.

3.1 Corpus Construction and Annotation
Our system generates captions considering a data table, a chart, and
the author’s intent. Therefore, we first construct a training dataset

Figure 2: User Interface of Intentable

where all three types of information are available. We crawled
publicly accessible Web pages on Statista1. For each page, we
collected the data table (including the title and unit), the visual
encoding the chart used (e.g., chart type and the variables on the x
and y axes), and the provided captions, which together, we call an
instance. Our corpus consisted of 105,550 instances: 96,269 bar
charts (including 16,790 multi-column bar charts, e.g., stacked bar
charts), 7,620 line charts (including 1,749 multi-series line charts),
and 1,661 pie charts. Note that the data table of every instance had
at least one key variable (e.g., country name) and one value variable
(the number associated with each country). This was about three
times bigger than the corpus used in a recent study [11].

Since the captions were merely plain text without annotations, we
applied rule-based heuristics to match a data value in the captions
with a row in the data table. Each instance in our corpus had, on
average, 2.52 sentences, with each sentence having 0.84 keys and
0.81 values. We attached the Python code we used as supplementary
material.

3.2 Intent Tagging and Encoding
Since we want to generate intent-based captions, we need to identify
1) with what intent each caption in our corpus was made and 2)
to which row in the data table (or visual element in the chart) the
caption is related. To this end, we conducted a rule-based automatic
tagging process inspired by the four-level framework by Lundgard
and Satyanarayan [22], where semantic contents of captions were
classified into four levels: 1) elemental and encoded, 2) statistical
and relational, 3) perceptual and cognitive, and 4) contextual and
domain-specific. The goal of the tagging process was to identify for
each caption sentence the intent (among the four levels) and targets
(i.e., the associated rows in the table).

We found that the first sentence of the captions usually does not
contain values but reiterates the chart content (e.g., “This statistic
shows the number of enterprises...”; Fig. 1B). We labeled these sen-
tences as Overview, which corresponds to the first level (elemental
and encoded) in the four-level framework.

About 39% of sentences simply described data facts of the data
table, reading off one or multiple values in the table (“The sales
were 1.2 trillion in 2020”; Fig. 1C). We classified these sentences
as Describe and set the rows being described as targets. Among
Describe sentences with two targets, there were sentences that
made a comparison (“The sales increased from 1.2 trillion in 2020 to
1.5 trillion in 2021”). To distinguish such sentences from simple de-
scriptions, we built a dictionary consisting of words frequently used
for comparison, e.g., “increase” or “decrease.” We then separately
labeled those sentences as Compare if at least one comparison word
is included in the sentence (Fig. 1D). We could identify sentences
with more than two targets and a comparison word but excluded
those sentences from the training data because the intent of the cap-
tion was often multifold. Note that the sentences with Describe

1https://www.statista.com/
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1 interface Recipe { chart_type: 'bar' | 'grouped_bar' |

2 'stacked_bar' | 'line' | 'multi_line' | 'pie';

3 title: string; unit: string; intents: Intent[]; }

4

5 interface Intent {

6 action: 'overview' | 'describe' | 'compare' | 'trend';

7 targets?: Target[]; /* empty when action is overview */

8 diff?: number[]; /* empty when action is overview or describe */}

9

10 type Feat = 'min' | 'max' | 'recent' | 'past';

11

12 interface Target {

13 features?: Feat[];

14 key: string; value: number;

15 series?: string; /* for multi-column data */ }

Figure 3: Grammar of Caption Recipes

or Compare actions could be seen as examples of the second level
(statistical and relational) in the four-level framework.

We also found caption sentences that describe the overall trend in
a chart (“Since 2012, the net capital stock has steadily increased.”;
Fig. 1E). Such Trend sentences were also identified using a dic-
tionary, but we found most words in the dictionary conflict with
the dictionary for the Compare action. To distinguish Trend from
Compare, we checked 1) whether the data table has a temporal vari-
able (e.g., year) and 2) whether at least one word about time (e.g.,
“until”, “during”, or “since”) is present in the sentence. We labeled a
sentence as Trend if both criteria were met. Trend sentences corre-
spond to the third level (perceptual and cognitive) in the four-level
framework.

Finally, we could identify 19% of sentences that do not belong
to any of the labels we described. Most of these sentences provided
background on data or subjective interpretation, which corresponds
to the fourth level (contextual and domain-specific). We discarded
these sentences as they were too subjective or often exploited back-
ground knowledge unavailable in the data table or chart.

After the tagging process, we obtained 190,830 intent-sentence
pairs, including 72,564 Overview, 97,227 Describe, 5,961
Compare, and 15,078 Trend sentences. The dictionaries and code
we used for tagging are available as supplementary materials.

Based on the result of the tagging process, we build one caption
recipe for each instance in our corpus. Fig. 3 shows the JSON
grammar we used to encode intents and the contextual information
as a recipe. A recipe has the type of the chart, the title of the data
table (e.g., “Percentage of COVID-19 vaccine doses administered
worldwide by country income group”), the unit used in the table
(e.g., “Percentage”), and a list of caption intents that we extracted
from each caption sentence in the instance. Note that the actual cap-
tion sentences are not included in a recipe but are inferred from the
recipe by the generation model. In contrast to a previous study [11],
we choose not to provide the entire table as it could result in hallu-
cination problems [11], and all necessary information to generate a
caption (e.g., data values) is included as Target in the recipe.

We embed two types of extra information in the recipe. First,
for Compare and Trend actions, we add a diff field that encodes
the difference between two adjacent values in targets because we
found that the model often works poorly on arithmetic operations
(e.g., subtracting one value from another). The second information
we embed is a features field. Since the model cannot access
the full data table, it is unaware of whether the current target is at
extremes (e.g., whether the target is the most recent data record or
has the maximum value), although captions on extremes are frequent.
Therefore, we explicitly provide such information for each Target.
Example recipes can be found in the supplementary materials.

Table 1: Results of the Quantitative Evaluation

Model-Task-Size BLEU METEOR BLEURT

BART-Table-base 61.72 63.85 0.177
BART-Table-large 59.95 64.00 0.156
BART-Intent-base 62.53 66.09 0.285
BART-Intent-large 57.77 62.40 0.218

T5-Table-small 59.45 63.18 0.187
T5-Table-base 60.30 63.73 0.196
T5-Table-large 60.00 63.58 0.146
T5-Intent-small 67.00 70.35 0.349
T5-Intent-base 67.11 70.37 0.355
T5-Intent-large 67.31 70.41 0.351

3.3 Model Architecture and Training
Inspired by the huge success of pre-trained language models in con-
trollable text generation (CTG) [7,12,26], we chose to fine-tune two
Transformer-based [37] encoder-decoder models, BART [19] and
T5 [29]. Both models were trained to generate the original caption
(i.e., the golden caption) given a caption recipe. In the training
process, the corpus was split into 80%, 10%, and 10% of the data to
create train, validation, and test sets, respectively. To obtain a model
that is more robust in the order of caption sentences, we performed
data augmentation by randomly removing a subset of intents and
the corresponding sentences. As a result, we used 299,172 recipe-
caption pairs for training. We chose the best checkpoint in terms of
validation loss.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation
The goal of the quantitative evaluation was to 1) understand the
performance of different architectures (BART and T5) on intent-
based caption generation tasks and 2) compare it to the previous
end-to-end generation approach.

Models. We evaluated five variants of BART and T5 with differ-
ent sizes to measure the capacity: BART-base (140M trainable pa-
rameters), BART-large (410M), T5-small (70M), T5-base (220M),
and T5-large (770M).

Tasks. Each model was fine-tuned for two different tasks: Table
and Intent. In the Table task, the model was given a recipe without
the intents field but with a new data field that contains the list
of the raw tokens in the data table. This task was similar to the
generation task in a previous study [11] and corresponds to end-to-
end caption generation without user intervention (i.e., no intents).
On the other hand, in the Intent task, the model was given a caption
recipe in Fig. 3, with intents but without the raw data table, which
represents intent-based caption generation.

Metrics. We used BLEU [25, 27], METEOR [2], and
BLEURT [33] as evaluation metrics. Traditionally, word-overlap-
based metrics, such as BLEU and METEOR, have been widely used
to measure the similarity between the generated text and the golden
text. However, a recent study [21] suggested that these metrics are
not highly correlated with human evaluation since they neglect the
lexical context of a word. To overcome this issue, we also used
BLEURT, which is known to be better correlated with human evalu-
ation [33].

Results and Discussion. The benchmark result is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Overall, all models achieved BLEU and METEOR scores near
or higher than 60. The difference between architectures (BART and
T5) and model sizes (small, base, and large) was not significant, and
the performance was even degraded for larger models in the case
of BART. This may indicate that even a small model had enough
capacity for the generation tasks. However, we found a notable
difference in tasks: all T5 models produced more accurate captions
when intents were given (i.e., Intent tasks) than when data tables



were given (i.e., Table tasks). The gain was about 7 points in the
BLEU and METEOR scores and 0.17 points in the BLEURT score.
This implies that intent-based generation not only supports user
intervention but also produces more accurate captions. Furthermore,
considering that the full data table is often unavailable in practice
(e.g., only visualization is available), intent-based caption generation
can be more ecologically valid as it only requires the data of target
elements.

4.2 Qualitative Findings
In this section, we report on the qualitative findings of our model.
All examples were generated using the T5-Intent-base model.

Context Adaptation. We conducted an ablation study on T5-
Intent-base where we masked each field in Fig. 3 and inspected
the loss in metrics. We found that ablating title and unit fields
results in a loss of about 15 points in BLEU. This indicates that our
model actually attends to those fields to determine the context of
captions. For example, one can adapt captions for a different domain
by changing the title and unit fields as follows:

title: Sales value of craft beer in Ontario, Canada from 2012 to 2017
unit: Sales value in million Canadian dollars.

(Original) This statistic shows the sales value of craft beer in Ontario,
Canada from 2012 to 2017. In 2017, ...

title: Sales value of computers in Seoul, Korea from 2012 to 2017
unit: Sales value in million Korean wons.

(Adapted) This statistic shows the sales value of computers in Seoul,
Korea from 2012 to 2017. In 2017, ...

We also found that when one of the two fields is missing, the
missing information is inferred from the other field, as shown in the
following examples. We highlighted the inferred parts in bold. Note
that the inferred parts can be incorrect; for example, in the second
example below, the model is assuming the data is about Apple’s App
Store, which is not provided in the data.

title: How expensive is it to get a cat?, unit: (Ablated)

This statistic shows the results of a survey on how expensive it is to get a
cat ... 433 U.S. dollars was spent on buying a cat from a breeder.

title: (Ablated), unit: Share of sales

This statistic depicts the share of digital and physical sales in Apple’s
App Store ...

Unit Conversion. We found that our model learns the relation-
ships between orders of magnitude (million-billion-trillion) and
performs conversion between the units. In the example below, the
target value was given in billions, but the model converted it to
trillions and rounded off the value.

unit: Amount in billion euros, targets: [{value: 2138.59, ...}, ...]

The largest value of insurance portfolio was found in 2015, when it reached
2.14 trillion euros.

Relation Capturing. We provided the diff field that explicitly
encodes the difference between adjacent target values to facilitate
the comparison between them. See an example below:

targets: [{key: 2017, value: 33.5}, {key: 2018, value: 32.8}],
diff: [-0.7]

In 2018, the sales value decreased to 32.8 million British pounds.

To see the impact of the diff field, we trained a model without
this field and checked whether the model chooses a correct verb (i.e.,

“increase” vs. “decrease”) for 1,600 randomly chosen Compare and
Trend caption sentences. Without diff, the F1 score of classifica-
tion was 0.76, while with diff, it increased to 0.88, which indicates
that the model exploits the diff information in generating captions.

Sentence Reordering. Since our generation model is ordering-
aware, the author can flexibly change the order between caption
sentences by manipulating the order of the corresponding intents.

intents: [{action: overview}, {action: describe, ...}]

This statistic shows the results of a survey on the awareness of podcasts
in Italy in 2019. According to data, 69 percent of respondents stated that
they knew what podcasts were.

intents: [{action: describe, ...}, {action: overview}]

During the survey period, 69 percent of respondents stated that they
knew what podcasts were. This statistic shows the results of a survey on
the awareness of podcasts in Italy in 2019.

Through qualitative analysis, we could understand how the model
attends to the information given in a recipe. We could also con-
firm the versatility of our system, such as context adaptation, unit
conversion, and sentence reordering.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Semantic Accuracy. We found that our model sometimes attends
too much to the contextual information, generating false captions.
For example, when a temporal dataset is given, the model often
attends too much to the most recent year even though it was asked
to write a caption about another year. We believe that this issue can
be alleviated by adopting another loss function that puts constraints
on semantic accuracy [38] in the training process .

Generalizability. It would also be interesting to generalize the
model for more than two targets or mixed intents. When we fed
three targets with a Describe action, the model often ignored the
third target or was confused about the number comparison. This
could be addressed by augmenting the training data with more than
two targets.

Diversity. Although Intentable produces diverse captions accord-
ing to data contexts, the generation quality can be improved if more
diverse training examples are given. Indeed, our training corpus
mostly consisted of bar charts, which may limit the expressiveness
of the model. We plan to build a larger corpus with richer features
(e.g., more chart types or multiform visualizations) to improve the
generation quality.

6 CONCLUSION

We present an intent-based caption authoring system, Intentable.
We classify the sentences of the large-scale corpus we built into
four intent types and derive a grammar to encode the intents as
caption recipes. To generate caption sentences from recipes, two
Transformer-based encoder-decoder architectures were fine-tuned
and compared. In our quantitative and qualitative evaluation, we
found that our intent-based caption generation produced more fluent
captions than the previous fully automated approaches and demon-
strated the versatility of our system.
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